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Double-Notch Design
We listened to the feedback 
and redesigned the wrapper 

to be easier to tear open.

RIBBED 
TEXTURE FOR 
ENHANCED 
SENSATION
ONE® Extreme Ribs™ 
are generously ribbed 
for enhanced stimulation 
and pleasure. Wrappers 
feature numerous creative 
and engaging designs!

Softer Latex Matters
Sensatex™ latex formula moves and 

stretches with the body, providing 
a more pleasurable experience.

Generously Ribbed
Ribbed texture on the condom 
provides enhanced sensation 

and pleasure.

Non-profit price:  $92 for a case of 1000 condoms. 
Item #: 112500C
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Double-Notch Design
We listened to the feedback 
and redesigned the wrapper 

to be easier to tear open.

EXTRA LARGE 
STUDS FOR 
MAXIMUM 
STIMULATION
Hundreds of extra large 
pleasure-intensifiers 
and a contour shape for 
enhanced sensitivity. 
ONE® Super Studs™ feature 
numerous creative and 
engaging wrapper designs!

Softer Latex Matters
Sensatex™ latex formula moves and 

stretches with the body, providing 
a more pleasurable experience.

Extra Large Studs
Our largest studs yet  

for maximum stimulation 
and pleasure.

Non-profit price:  $92 for a case of 1000 condoms. 
Item #: 111700C
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Double-Notch Design
We listened to the feedback 
and redesigned the wrapper 

to be easier to tear open.

SOFTER, 
THICKER 
LATEX FOR 
SENSITIVITY 
AND SECURITY.
ONE® Extra Strong™ 
features a thicker 
version of our advanced 
Sensatex™ latex. 
Wrappers feature 
numerous creative and 
engaging designs!

Softer Latex Matters
Sensatex™ latex formula moves and 

stretches with the body, providing 
a more pleasurable experience.

Extra Strong 
Classic straight-wall shape 

combined with thicker latex for 
enhanced security.

Non-profit price:  $92 for a case of 1000 condoms. 
Item #: 112400C
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THE POPULAR MIX
Item #: 11010C-A

Case of 500, includes 100 of each: Case of 500, includes 100 of each: Case of 500, includes 100 of each:

• Classic Select™ 
 Contest Collection
• FlavorWaves™
• 576 Sensations™
• Legend XL™
• Glowing Pleasures™

THE SENSITIVE MIX
Item #: 11010C-B

• VANISH® Hyperthin®

• Pleasure Dome™
• Super Sensitive™ 
 Contest Collection
• ZeroThin®

• Pleasure Plus®

THE FUN MIX
Item #: 11010C-C

• FlavorWaves™
• Super Sensitive™ 
 Contest Collection
• Color Sensations™
• Glowing Pleasures™
• Tattoo Touch™

MIXED CASES

Non-profit price: 
$55 for a case of 500 condoms.

The Popular Mix ..................... Item #: 11010C-A
The Sensitive Mix ................... Item #: 11010C-B
The Fun Mix ............................ Item #: 11010C-C

Help your clients find a condom they love. 
These sample cases include a variety of 
popular ONE® condom styles and designs.
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URBAN COLLECTION

Non-profit price: 
$92 for a case of 1000 condoms.

Available in two condom styles: 
Urban Collection, Classic Select™ Item #: 11000CW 
Urban Collection, Legend XL™ Item #: 112100C

39 new ONE® condom wrapper designs 
that  celebrate ethnic diversity and urban 
themes. The collection was curated in 
partnership with incredibly talented artists, 
who were inspired to use their art to 
spark conversations about sexual health.

“Art has always been a great vehicle to promote and 
create awareness for causes. This project is an amazing 
opportunity to use urban art to bring attention to sexual 
health is a really cool way.”
 — Dubelyoo, Artist

“Combining art and sex education is a great approach 
for reaching young people about the importance of 
taking care of themselves. I’m thrilled that ONE is 
showcasing my art and allowing me to play a part in 
spreading the message!” —Rome-Won, Artist
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MSM COLLECTION

Non-profit price: 
$92 for a case of 1000 condoms.

Available in  
ONE® Classic Select™ 
Item #: 11000CY

The ONE® MSM Collection features 32 designs 
ideal for outreach to MSM communities.  
The collection was curated in partnership with 
incredibly talented artists, who were inspired 
to use their art to spark conversations about 
sexual health.

“This collection really heightens awareness of protection 
methods that can help keep our communities safe. I 
was flattered to be included among the wide variety of 
artists whose work is on the face of this product, and so 
proud to be a part of this great effort!”

—Jose Silva, Artist

“I think it’s important to be educating and promoting 
safer sex all around the world, and what better way to 
keep it at the forefront of modern living by producing 
condom packaging as literal works of art?! I am so 
honored to be part of this collaboration with ONE!

—Mark Leeming, Artist
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CONTEST COLLECTION

Available in various condom styles:

The ONE® Contest Collection features 
hundreds of wrapper designs that were created 
through the public ONE® Design Contest. 
The contest invites the public to design and 
vote for wrapper designs in order to inspire 
conversations around sexual health.

“I hope this condom with a funny design will encourage people 
to always carry ONE or two condoms in their pockets. :)”

—Massi Percheno, Grand Prize Winner

11600C Super Sensitive™ $92
111700C Super Studs™ $92
112400C Extra Strong™ $92
112500C Extreme Ribs™ $92

Item # Style Non-Profit Price
11000C Classic Select™ $85
11200C Pleasure Dome™ $92
11400C Legend XL™ $92
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ONE® Canada Collection, Classic Select
Item #: O-11020C

ONE® believes in the power of art to 
start conversations about sexual health. 
For Canada’s 150th Anniversary, ONE 
challenged the nation to Do It For Canada 
by designing a condom wrapper that 
celebrates Canadian life, culture and 
history. The ONE® Canada Collection 
features 39 winning designs from the 
contest, designed by incredible advocates 
and artists from across the country. 

“Thank you for having a Canada-themed contest! The 
contests and individual condom designs are really a 
great way start a conversation about a sometimes 
taboo topic.”
 — C. Atkinson, Runner-Up

“I chose to submit my design for this contest because 
I not only wanted to ‘make it rain’ my condom 
design, but because I saw a need to contribute to 
a much needed conversation about safer sex in our 
communities. ONE has given me a platform in which 
to open that dialog as well as share my art on a larger 
scale than I ever could have dreamed of!”

—C. Luteijn, Staff Pick

Do It For Canada

CANADA COLLECTION
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ONE® Oasis Silk™ gently moisturizes and lubricates for more pleasurable intimate 
activity. Developed with the assistance of doctors and sexual health experts, 
Oasis Silk may be used during sex, or anytime to alleviate discomfort and dryness.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES.
✓ pH balanced for a woman’s body
✓ Low osmolality
✓ Long-lasting* and will not 

dry out or become sticky
* Lubricants containing silicone last longer than 
 those containing only water-based ingredients

✓ No parabens, glycerin, oil, gluten, 
DEA, PEG, artificial dyes, fragrances 
or hormones

✓ Water-based for easy clean-up
✓ Leaves skin smooth and hydrated
✓ Compatible with natural rubber 

latex and polyisoprene condoms

Now available in  
3ml packets 

for public health!

TM

INGREDIENTS:
• De-ionized Water
• Propylene Glycol
• Dimethicone and Dimethiconol
• Dimethicone/Vinyl Dimethicone 

Crosspolymer
• Hydroxyethyl cellulose
• Polysorbate 20
• Xanthan Gum
• Potassium Sorbate
• Sodium Benzoate
• Disodium EDTA
• Hydroxyethyl Acrylate/Sodium 

Acryloyldimethyl Taurate 
Copolymer

• Lactic Acid
• Sodium Lactate

IMPROVED GENTLE FORMULA. 
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.

PROMOTING SEXUAL HEALTH. 

3ml Packets Item# 11L400C Case of 1,000 $110.00

2oz Bottle Item# 11L401C Case of 100 $300.00

8oz Pump Bottle Item# 11L402C-A Case of 24 $172.80
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